Le Parfait has been made in the heart of France since 1930
bringing bold style to homemade and
commercially produced products.
Outside of the kitchen, they work
equally well for bath and body
products, such as
creams and lotions,
bath salts, as well as
home products, like
candles or potpourri.
Each jar is deeply
embossed with the Le
Parfait name, leaving
plenty of room for
future labeling, so
customers will know
the quality of both
the
contents
and
their packaging.
From bulk commercial pallets
to custom quantities by the case,
Down To Earth Distributors will
customize orders to fit your needs.

Le Parfait is the glassware of
choice for discerning canning
enthusiasts. Bright, clear and strong,
the jars are made of high-quality
glass and designed
to last generations.
In five distinct styles,
Le Parfait brings
unequaled quality to
canning and storage.
From the iconic wire
bail and orange ring
to two-piece screwtop lids, Le Parfait
jars
offer modern
interpretations
of
vintage designs.
Food manufacturers and home
cooks alike will find that Le Parfait
glassware complements jams and
jellies, pickles and chutneys, dried
fruit and nuts or even sweet treats,

Le Parfait
means
“the perfect”
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With a name known for quality,
Le Parfait is a bright, beautiful
alternative to standard canning
and storage jars.
Le Parfaits glassware is designed
to fit the storage and canning
needs of both the home cook and
the commercial producer.

LE PARFAIT SUPER TERRINES
The Super Terrine uses the iconic
wire bail and the often imitated, but
never duplicated, famous orange
rubber seal, so you can feel good in
your
preservation.
This system keeps
the
contents
air
tight, which means a
long-term shelf life.
For general storing,
it opens easily and
closes tightly, keeping
contents secure.
Gaskets are made
of a natural material
and
cannot
be
reused.
Displaying
or storing gaskets on Le Parfait
jars may damage them for canning
purposes. Jars are shipped with a
paper seal and the gaskets inside for
their protection.

The classic Le Parfait canning
jar, the Super Terrine offers clean,
French design. The jar features the
easy-to-use construction of a hinged,
bail lid, and the
terrine has straight
sides
that
taper
slightly at the bottom.
The jar beautifully
displays the contents
inside, and the large
mouth allows for
easy
filling.
The
wide lid and smaller
footprint
allow
easy stacking for
storage. The Super
Terrine has been sought after by
cooks, collectors and restaurateurs
for the simple elegance it brings
to both preserved food and as a
storage container.

Love the
original, not
the imitation
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The Super Terrine’s shape and
sizes are good for pates, layered
terrines and potted desserts. As
well, the terrine can be used like
a standard canning jar for soups
or sauces, pickled vegetables,
olives, salsas, baby food, seeds
and nuts, spice and salt mixes,
compound butters, ground or
whole bean coffee.
The jar’s design also makes it
a decorative element for noncanning needs. Use it as a gift
container for sweets and nuts or
a base for candles.

LE PARFAIT SUPER JARS
uses the iconic wire bail and the
often imitated, but never duplicated,
famous orange rubber seal, so you
can feel good in your preservation.
This system keeps
the
contents
air
tight, which means a
long-term shelf life.
For general storing,
it opens easily and
closes tightly, keeping
contents secure.
Le Parfait gaskets
are made of a natural
material and cannot
be reused for heat
treating. Displaying
or storing gaskets on Le Parfait
jars may damage them for canning
purposes. Jars are shipped with a
paper seal and the gaskets inside for
their protection.

The Super Jar is an upscale
take on the standard canning jar,
offering the versatility of a rounded
shape and Le Parfait’s clean design.
With the solid, easy
construction of a
hinged, bail lid, the
jar features a large
mouth and concave
neck that makes
filling and storing
preserves with ease,
so you don’t have to
worry about spilling
sauces or pickled
vegetables
after
the jar is opened.
The bright, clear glass beautifully
displays the contents inside, and
the wide lid allows easy stacking
for storage.
Built for quality, the Super Jar

Take your
canning game
up a notch
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The Super Jar’s shape and sizes
are good for soups or sauces,
cut and whole pickles and
vegetables, crushed tomatoes
and fruits, olives, salsas, baby
food, seeds and nuts, spice and
salt mixes, compound butters,
ground or whole bean coffee.
The jar’s design also makes it
a decorative element for noncanning needs. Use it as a gift
container for sweets and nuts or
a base for candles.

LE PARFAIT FAMILIA WISS TERRINES
Hearty and cleanly designed to
last for generations, the Familia Wiss
Terrine is a uniquely French take on
the ubiquitous canning jar. Instead of
the standard, round
bottle design of other
jars, the terrine has
straight sides that
taper slightly at the
bottom, which allows
for easy removal of
preserved
goods.
The bright, clear
glass
beautifully
displays the contents
inside, and the wide
mouth allows for
quick filling and
storing preserves with ease.
Familia Wiss is built for heavyduty canning. Featuring thick,
durable glass, the terrine’s wide lid

and bottom allow for better stacking
and storage in the cupboard, unlike
standard canning jars.
The Familia Wiss uses a twopart sealing cap and
full lid that ensure
a tight seal the first
time for a long-term
shelf life. The full
lid means you don't
have to worry about
handling the cap once
your canned goods
have been opened
and stored in the
refrigerator, allowing
for easier use and a
cleaner presentation.
Like classic jars, sealing caps
cannot be reused for heat treatment
and must be replaced once the
original seal is broken.

Stand
apart from
ordinary jars
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The shape is good for individual
pates, layered terrines and
potted desserts. As well,
the terrine can be used like
a standard canning jar for
individual soups or sauces, cut
pickles and vegetables, crushed
tomatoes and fruits, olives,
salsas, baby food, spice and
salt mixes, compound butters,
ground or whole bean coffee.
The jar’s design also makes it
a decorative element for noncanning needs. Use it as a gift
container for sweets and nuts or
a base for candles.

LE PARFAIT JAM JARS AND JAM POTS
The Le Parfait Jam Jar and the
Le Parfait Jam Pot give homemade
jams and jellies the distinguishing
touch they deserve. In two styles, one
designed for canning
and one for short
preservation, the jar
and pot give jams
and jellies a tableready appearance.
The
vintage
design calls back
to early Twentieth
Century France, but
it will bring back
your childhood at
the breakfast table,
too, when empty Jam Jars became
juice glasses. Faceted sides visually
separate these jars from other
containers while allowing for
easy handling.

On the Jam Jar, the pen-and-ink
inspired screw-top lid reminds you
that the contents are "Home Made"
while the presentation is anything
but. Designed for
canning, the lid must
be replaced each time
for heat treating but
can be used to seal for
short-term storage
The Jam Pot has
a smooth lip for
easy drinking and
cannot be used with
a sealing lid, making
it great as a working
glass in the kitchen.
Bright orange rubber caps are sold
separately, allowing you to use these
Jam Pots for quick preserves that
need short-term storage and no heat
treatment.

Because jam
is hungry for
its own jar
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The Jam Jars’ shapes and sizes
are good for both small and
family-sized batches of jams,
jellies and marmalades, but they
can be used as fun alternatives to
standard canning jars for salsas
and chutneys.
The Jam Pot makes an attractive
working glass, perfect for juice,
table wine and cocktails, and
with the optional lid, it stores
refrigerated preserves with ease.

LE PARFAIT SCREW-TOP JARS
Built for bulk storage, the ScrewTop Jar is a pantry workhorse. Its
massive size allows for safe storage
of bulk cooking and baking staples,
while the heavyduty glass protects
your
ingredients
and lets you clearly
identify
what’s
inside. In three big
sizes, the Screw-Top
Jar allows you to do
away with paper and
plastic containers in
your pantry.
For
preserves
that are to be stored
short term in the
refrigerator or dry in the cupboard,
the bright orange screw-top lid
clearly identifies which of your
canned goods have not been heat

treated. Made from flexible yet sturdy
plastic that emulates Le Parfait’s
classic orange rings, these durable
lids won’t rust or corrode, and they
can be washed and
reused as needed.
The Screw-Top Jar
is also designed to
work with the Familia
Wiss two-part cap
and lid, allowing you
to safely heat treat
family-sized portions
in the larger sizes.
The
Screw-Top
Jar comes standard
with
either
the
Familia Wiss twopart sealing cap and full lid or
plastic cap. Additional plastic caps
or Familia Wiss two-part cap and lid
sold separately.

Built to
stand up to
the big jobs
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The Screw-Top Jar’s large
sizes are good for short-term
refrigerated storage of familysized soups or sauces, full
pickles and vegetables, whole
tomatoes and fruits, kimchi and
sauerkraut, or for longer storage
of dry items that don’t need
refrigerating or canning, like
pasta, rice or beans.
The jars can be used as
decorative pieces for restaurants
and the home as vases and
candle features.

LE PARFAIT REPLACEMENT CAPS, GASKETS AND LIDS
Le Parfait offers a full line of
replacement caps, gaskets and
lids, which must be replaced for
preservation after being heat treated.
The iconic orange
gasket is made of
natural
material
and should not be
displayed or stored
on jars intended for
heat treating. Jars are
shipped with a paper
seal and the gaskets
inside of the jar for
their protection.
The Familia Wiss
sealing cap ensures
a tight seal the first time for longterm shelf life. Sealing caps cannot
be reused and should be discarded
once original seal is broken.
The Jam Jar’s pen-and-ink

inspired screw-top lid reminds you
that the contents are “Home Made.”
Once the heat seal has been broken,
the screw-top should be used for
short-term storage in
the refrigerator.
For storage, the
bright orange screwtop lid screws on
and off easily. Made
from flexible yet
sturdy plastic, these
durable lids won’t
rust or corrode, and
they can be washed
and reused.
Bright
orange
rubber caps are sold separately,
allowing you to convert these
drinking glasses to jam pots for
quick preserves that need shortterm storage and no heat treatment.

Use your
glassware for
generations
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Caps, gaskets and lids come in
multiple sizes. Please make sure
to check the size of your existing
glassware before ordering
replacements.
To ensure a proper preservation,
only use official Le Parfait
replacement caps, gaskets
and lids. Alternatives may
not properly seal during heat
treatments.

